Molecular scaled transport junctions -electrical characteristics of small number of molecules -molecular electronics.
Challenges -construction, measurement, understanding I -V characteristics of systems with molecules as conducting elements.
SWNTs -Ballistic 1D conductors, molecule scale width, length suitable for nanofabrication, optoelectronic properties -fundamental building blocks of nanoelectronics. -point contact electrodes.
Background for the current work
Methods for forming nanogaps for electrical attachment of single molecules on to the ends of SWNTs. (SWNTs -electrodes) Carboxylic acid functionalised nanogaps from SWNTs (ultra fine electron beam lithography & precise oxygen plasma etching) Allows molecules to be wired through amide linkages (avoiding the problems related to thiol molecule -gold electrode interaction)
Amide linkages -helps in withstand external stimuli and chemical treatment
Basic Concepts behind the device fabrication
Devices made using the above philosophy Molecular electronic devices that are able to switch the conductance as a function of pH Detection of binding between protein and substrate Photoswitch the conductance between conjugated and non conjugated states measure the conductance between complementary and mismatched DNA strands Sense the existence of electron-deficient molecules.
Development of a class of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons -self assembles -columnar liquid crystalline phases Reported synthesis of contorted tetra(dodecyloxy) hexabenzocoronene HBC -fusion of 3 pentacene subunits.
Rlatively high carrier mobility's (0.02 cm 2 /Vs) and current modulation with onoff ratio of 10 6 :1
